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The Dog Listener

How many of you
have dogs at

home?

How many of you
are afraid of dogs?

What made you
afraid?
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Today, we will learn:

How to be safe
around dogs.

To recognize the
circumstances

under which a dog
is most likely to bite.

How to greet a dog
in the presence of

its owner.

What to do when
you see a stray dog.

To recognize good
and bad doggie

manners.

A dog is more likely to bite
when . . .
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It’s scared.

Peppe says, “A scared dog is one that might bite.”

YIKES!

It has puppies.

Peppe says, “Beware! Mommy dogs are very protective of their babies. To meet the
pups, ask the grown-ups!”
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It’s sick.

Peppe says, “Like humans, dogs can get very grumpy when they’re
not feeling well.”

I don’t feel
so well.

It’s eating.

Peppe says, “If it’s having a snack, keep well back!”

Happy Birthday to me! Yum!
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It’s sleeping.

Peppe says, “Let sleeping dogs lie.”

zzzzzzzzzzzzzz

zzzzzzzzzzzzzz

It’s playing rough.

Bet you can’t catch
me, Uno!

Peppe, you are TOAST!
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It’s poorly trained or has bad doggy
manners.

Peppe says, “If a dog is jumping up or trying to grab onto you to get
your attention, it has BAD doggy manners.”

Please give me some
attention!

Signs that a dog is stressed or
might not welcome your

attention.
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It growls and/or shows teeth.

It tries to make itself look bigger.
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It cowers and tries to look smaller.

It yawns when you are petting him.

Peppe says, “A yawn is not necessarily a sign of a dog being tired;
it is also a sign that the dog is stressed.”
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It raises its tail when you approach.

It has its tail between its legs.
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DO WE APPROACH DOGS WHEN
THEY ARE IN THEIR YARDS?

What about when they are in cars by themselves? Is it okay to
reach in and pet them?

What about when they are tethered on a lead outside in their
yards? Is it okay to try to pet them?

No.

No.

No.

Dogs are territorial.

• It means that a dog will
defend its home, yard
and what it perceives as
its area against what it
sees as intruders.

• Even though you may
have met a dog many
times, if its owner is not
present, it may view

YOU as an intruder.

What’s “territorial”?
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WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

New quote for the day:

“Keep your face out of their
space.”

It means we never kiss or put our face
close to a dog that’s not our own.
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It also means:

We don’t reach over or thru a fence to pet a
dog.

Nor do we

Reach through a window to pet a dog.

Oh! I HATE those
things. I’m biting it
if it comes my way!

Yum . . . Fingers!
First one’s mine!
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WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

Another new quote for the day:

“A dog’s not a toy – don’t tease
and don’t annoy!”

NEVER TEASE, HURT OR
ANNOY A DOG.

Simply put:

Why not?

• A dog that feels it’s being attacked or it’s home is
being invaded is likely to bite.

• So we don’t accidentally teach a dog to be afraid of
kids or people.
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Examples of teasing or
annoying a dog.

• Throwing stones.

• Throwing sticks

• Making faces or rude
noises.

• Taunting or shouting
at the dog.

• Calling the dog
names.

How do we greet dogs who are
with their owners?
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Step 1. Ask permission from . . .

• Parents

• Guardians:

• Grandparents

• Aunts and uncles

• Teachers

Step 2. Approaching slow is the
only way we should go.

Why?

– We don’t want to startle the dog or owner.

– If the owner has a young dog who is learning
its manners, the owner may need extra time
to make sure the dog is under control and
exhibiting good doggy manners.
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Step 3. Make sure it’s sweet
BEFORE you meet.

Before greeting the dog,
we ask the owner’s
permission.

• We need to make sure the
dog is friendly and safe.

• There may be a good
reason the owner may not
want us to pet his dog at
this time.

Step 4. To understand, they sniff
our hand.

• Curl your hand to keep
your fingers out of the
way.

• Slowly extend your
hand.

• Let the dog come up to
sniff you.

• If the dog moves away,
don’t chase it; it just
means today is not your
day to make friends.
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Step 5. Shoulders, chin or chest –
that’s the BEST!

• Little dogs do NOT like
to be patted on the
head.

• Repeat.

• Little dogs do NOT like
to be patted on the
head.

• The owner may also tell
you where the dog likes
to be petted.

YES! Right
there!

Step 6. WARNING. Don’t run, jump or
shout – it really freaks us out!

• Dogs react the way we
behave.

• If you run, jump or shout,
a dog might think you’re
playing a game and try to
chase you and jump on
you.

• Playing fetch or
obedience games with
your dog are better than
playing chase or tug of
war.
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Step 7. Don’t forget to say the
magic words after petting the dog!

What do we do when we see a stray dog?

Um. . . What’s a stray dog?
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A stray dog is a dog that

• Is not in its yard;

• Is wandering around;

• Does not have an owner present.

WEE! I’m
FREE!

We can
Walk away quietly and
slowly.

Make like a tree - plant
our roots, fold our
branches and watch our
roots grow.

Throw a hat, book or
keys away from you, but
not at the dog, and back
away slowly.

Tell an adult.
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What is meant by

It’s the deed, not the breed?

Some breeds and mixed-breeds
have bad reputations.
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A small dog may be little and cute, but that doesn’t
mean it is well mannered or won’t bite.

What are signs of bad
doggy manners?

Barking and growling at people.

Licking, mouthing, nipping or biting
people.

Walking the owner instead of being
walked.

Jumping on people.

Pawing or scratching for attention.

Begging.
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Notes for Parents/Guardians

“SUPERvision” of infants or young children

– Never leave infants or young children alone
with a dog.

– Be proactive - create clear boundaries of
separation; locks out of reach of small
children and paws.

– Be alert, involved and engaged.

(http://familypaws.com/)

Peppe says,

Let’s review what
we learned today!
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When we see a loose or stray dog
running towards us . . .

WE MAKE LIKE
A TREE!!!!
Plant our roots,
fold our
branches and
watch our
roots grow.

This guy looks friendly.
Can we pet him?

Nope.

No adult
owner present
in photo.
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Okay. There’s an adult owner with
his dog. Is it okay to pet the dog

now?

Nope.

This is a
service dog
and they look
busy. And
scary.

What about these puppies with
their owner? Can we pet them?

Ask your parent’s or
guardian’s
permission.

Make sure they’re
sweet before you
meet by asking the
owner’s permission.
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What do you think about this
sleeping beauty? Should we wake

him to see if he’d like to play?

No.

“Let sleeping dogs lie”
since it’s one of the
instances when a dog is
more likely to bite.

What about this guy?

No.

This guy is showing
teeth.

“Keep your face out
of his space!”
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This is a cute pair. Would it be okay to
approach them to pet the dog?

No.

The child is too
young to have
control over the
dog, plus there is
food present.

This gal looks lost, scared and
lonely. What should we do?

Let an adult know
that there’s a dog
loose and let the
adult handle it.
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What a cutie! Can we say
hello?

No.

No adult present;
and he could
decide it’s his job to
guard his porch,
door and house.

This is a fun looking group. Can
we go over to pet the doggie?

Not unless the
adults in the
background are
involved.
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What about this doggy?

Possibly. Looks
like an adult owner
is present and the
dog appears
reasonably under
control.

Is it okay to approach this guy?

No.

No adult present;
and “if a dog has a
snack, keep well
back” and “keep
your face out of its
space.”
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What about this guy?

No.

No adult present;
plus the dog could
be guarding that
backpack.

Uh oh! Another dog running
loose? What do we do?

“Quiet and slow –
it’s the only way to
go!”

And, if needed,
“Make like a tree-
trunk!”
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Is it okay to pet the doggy?

If the adult owner
says yes.

Nice and slow is
the only way to go.

IT’S PONGO AND PERDITA!!!!!
Can we say hello?

Perhaps.

Adults are present,
but are dressed for
a specific job. If
the firemen are on
a PR job, then it
might be okay.
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This looks a nice dog. Can we
say hello?

Both adult owner
and dog look
relaxed and in
control.

If the owner says
yes.

This guy looks lonely. Should
we go over and say hello?

No.

There is no adult
owner in the
picture.
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This is a really cute pair. Can
we ask to pet the doggie?

No.

No adult owner.

Can we pet this doggy?

No.

No adult owner.
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Can we say hello to our friend
Heidi?

No.

Heidi is on duty.
She is not allowed
to visit.

What about this gal?

Probably not.

This lady does not
have control over
her dog.
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How CUTE! I’d like to say hello!

Not a good idea.

There’s no adult
owner in the
picture.

Can we say hello to this dog?

If it’s okay with the
adult owner.

But remember,
“nice and slow is
the way to go”.
Don’t startle the
dog or its owner.
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Another nice looking doggie . . .

Who is on
duty.

Can we say hello?

No.

No adult owner and
this guy may not
want to share his
comfy bench.
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Can we say hello to this gal?

No.

This dog is being
groomed and is
likely under a lot of
stress.

Do we really want to pet this
dog?

Not with this
display of teeth!
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What a cutie! Can I approach this dog
and owner to ask permission to pet?

No.

Service dogs
come in all
sizes. This
one is wearing
a “No-Pet”
patch.

Baby Phoenix looks so sad.
Should we pet him or let him out?

No on both accounts.

Baby Phoenix might try to
defend his space in the crate.

Baby Phoenix is in a crate for
his own safety. In the car, he
rides in a crate because it’s
safer if he’s in an accident. At
dog events, the crate keeps
him safe from larger dogs and
from wondering away from his
owners and getting into
trouble.
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What about this dog?

Perhaps.

Both the adult
owner and dog are
relaxed and under
control.

Is it okay to say hello?

This might be a
therapy dog visiting
an elderly patient.

It’s okay to say
hello to the patient,
but don’t make the
dog your primary
interest.
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YIKES!!!

No need to say
hello.

He’s telling us how
he feels by
displaying all of his
teeth.

Should we approach this dog?

No.

This is a working
dog which is on
duty.
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One more time . . .
How do we greet a dog?

1. Ask permission from a parent/guardian.

2. Nice and slow is the way to go.

3. Make sure it’s sweet before you meet.

4. To understand, they sniff our hand.

5. Shoulders, chin or chest – that’s the best.

6. Don’t run, jump or shout, it really freaks
us out.

7. THANK YOU!!!

Thank you for
attending

The Dog Listener


